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UNITED KINGDOM WELCOMES “MADE IN PORTUGAL naturally”
The United Kingdom is one of the six target markets for the new international advertising campaign 
for the Home and Construction Materials sectors, in an initiative by AICEP - Portuguese Trade & 
Investment Agency, which will showcase the best of Portugal’s decoration and lifestyle products.

The aim of the digital “MADE IN PORTUGAL naturally” campaign is to capture the interest of inter-
national customers, presenting innovation, anchored in quality and tradition, of Portuguese prod-
ucts and its differentiating value offer. The campaign will launch simultaneously in Spain, France, 
the United Kingdom, Germany, the United States and Canada and will run throughout 2021.

The campaign will inform about the quality of Portuguese products via a 360º Virtual Showroom 
with a sample of the products of the two sectors and a promotional video about MADE IN POR-
TUGAL. All promotional materials are available at www.portugalnaturally.pt, where it is possible 
to access a directory of Portuguese companies to help promote international partnerships and 
business.

“The United Kingdom is one of Portugal’s main clients in these sectors, valuing such attributes 
as sustainability, innovation, tradition, authenticity and quality. Values that differentiate and pro-
mote the confidence of this market in Portuguese products, which are, naturally, ‘premium’ and 
customised, designed to satisfy demanding customers”, said AICEP chairman, Luís Castro Hen-
riques.

The Home Cluster is marked by tradition in the art of craftsmanship, quality and customer fo-
cus. It incorporates the furniture, lighting, home textiles, houseware, decorative ceramics, cutlery, 
glass and crystal sectors and is recognised for its ability to innovate, create trends and, above all, 
for the confidence its heritage of craftsmanship inspires in the international market. 

Portuguese Construction Materials is committed to innovation and technology, following new 
trends and providing a varied, high performing, sophisticated and well designed range. This sec-
tor includes the following sectors: ornamental stones, ceramics, wood, cork, metals, cement, 
plaster, concrete and its related works, plastics, paints and varnishes, and glass. 

Portugal is a country in which culture and tradition coexist with design, technology and R&D. 
Quality, authenticity and exclusivity characterise the production of Portuguese goods, and are 
the choice of leading international clients. With almost nine centuries of history, Portugal is an 
innovative, sophisticated and forward-looking country in which sustainability is a priority.

AICEP - Portuguese Trade & Investment Agency is the public entity that promotes the capture 
of productive investment, the increase of exports and the internationalization of Portuguese 
companies and economy, through its offices in Portugal and a network of Delegations in more 
than 50 markets.

For more information:
Sónia Cerdeira | sonia.cerdeira@portugalglobal.pt | Tel.: +351 967 843 516
Filipa Prenda | filipa@monstrosecompanhia.com | Tel.: +351 924 139 483
Portuguese Trade & Investment Agency | aicep.london@portugalglobal.pt
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